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Caremark (Bromley), based at Carlton Parade, is contracted to Bromley 

Council to provide care to vulnerable people in their own homes. A report 

of the Quality Care Commission of their inspection into Caremark stated 

that all the areas inspected “required improvement” and that there were 

numerous instances where services “do not comply with regulations”.   

When Bromley’s Executive met in the summer to discuss procurement strategy for domiciliary care, it was 

clear that Cllr Robert Evans, portfolio holder for care services and others were not aware of the CQC report. 

It seems the Tories are more interested in saving money than in the quality of the services.  

Cllr Wilkins, leader of the Labour Group said “Last year’s Adult Care Service budget was under-spent by 

£4.35m, yet here we have vulnerable people put at risk by a private company cutting corners to win 

contracts and Councillors making decisions without knowing what’s happening on the ground”. 

Orpington Grammar Schools 

With the announcement that the Prime Minister hopes to end the ban on the creation of new Grammar 

Schools, years of cross-party agreement on improving academic education for all children and not just a 

select few, will be ended. Labour believes that every child 

should receive the high quality education they deserve.  

Of course within Orpington we already have two highly 

selective ‘Grammar Schools’, Newstead Woods and St 

Olaves. We wonder just how of the children attending these 

schools qualify for free school meals? 

 

What a Charmer 

Following complaints from Councillors and the public, the Police and Bromley Council carried out an 

investigation into the conduct of UKIP Cllr Terry Nathan after his Brexit comment on Facebook that it was 

“Time to start killing these people till Article50 is invoked, perhaps 

remainers will get the message then”. Since the Brexit vote there has been 

an alarming rise in hate crime, such comments are inflammatory and 

unacceptable. The investigation concluded that as the comments were 

made in a private capacity no action would be taken by the Council and 

that discipline was an internal matter for UKIP.  Whatever next – UKIP 

Councillors punching each other?  
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It was a Mistake 

Apparently services are not being cut for everyone. Bromley Council has spent £60k 

resurfacing a section of private road in Beckenham. When challenged as to why this 

had happened Cllr Smith Deputy Council Leader, who receives more than £30k a 

year in allowances, said “It was a mistake”- well that’s alright then! 

 

Children at Risk 

Previously we reported how Bromley Tories had ignored residents and parents concerns 

over children’s safety and refused to light the path through Darrick Woods. Following 

reports that a child has been assaulted in the area, maybe the Tories will now do 

something about it.  

 

Saga at an end? 

As we predicted, after 5 years of doing nothing, during the summer with much fanfare 

Bromley Tories announced that the Waste4Fuel issue had now been resolved and that 

the site would be cleared. Though we note that neither of the UKIP Councillors, in whose 

ward W4F is, bothered to turn up for the meeting where the matter was discussed. 

Since then nothing has happened and the Tories are tight lipped about when work will 

start, when it will be completed and how much this is all going to cost Bromley tax 

payers. 

 

More Pay and Dismay..... 

Continuing their campaign to make life as difficult as possible for small businesses and 

independent traders, Bromley Council have now introduced parking charges in the roads 

around Crescent Way. 

. 

 

The Rookery 

Following complaints about the state of the Rookery Estate, local Labour members 

contacted Affinity Sutton who promised an inspection of the estate. Miraculously the 

day before the inspection Bromley Council turned up to cut the grass and take away a 

lorry full of rubbish. 
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Living in Orpington 

We’d like to hear about the issues which are important to you – from Schools and the NHS to Street cleaning, Waste collection and the state of 

our High Street. You can email us on enquiries@orpingtonlabour.org.uk and we’ll get back to you as soon as we can. 
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